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By Messrs. Zimon and Rose of Boston, petition of Abraham I.
Zimon and David A. Rose relative to granting new trials after
verdicts and providing for reviews thereof by the Supreme Judicial
Court. Judiciary (Joint).

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Five.

An Act relating to the Granting of New Trials after
Verdict and to provide for a Review Thereof by the
Supreme Judicial Court.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House oj Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Whenever after verdict a new trial
2 is ordered by the court upon motion, or the verdict
3 is set aside or reduced, the court shall at the time
4 of granting such motion file a statement of the
5 grounds upon which the verdict is set aside. If the
6 order of court setting aside such verdict is based
7 upon an error of law or because the verdict is
8 against the law, all rulings of law material to the
9 question shall be set forth. If the verdict is set

10 aside because it is against the evidence or the weight
11 of the evidence, a statement of the evidence in-
-12 volved shall be filed by the court and if any part
13 of the evidence is found by the court to be un-
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14 worthy of credit such part of the evidence shall be
15 set forth in a statement of fact filed by the court.

Section 2. Any aggrieved party may appeal to
the supreme judicial court from any order of the
trial court setting aside a verdict and upon such
appeal the order shall be reviewed and if it appears

that the ruling of law setting aside such verdict was

erroneous, or upon examination of the evidence at
the trial that the evidence not certified to be in-
credible was sufficient to sustain the verdict, the
order setting aside the verdict shall be reversed and
the verdict shall stand.
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